
DEVELOPING YOUR 
SHOW AT THE FRINGE

Esky racing, cake decorating 
blokes, wife carrying and how to 
drive engagement and visitation



T H E  F R I N G E How can we be innovative?

fringe
frɪn(d)ʒ/
noun
1. the outer, marginal, or extreme part of an area, group, or sphere of activity.
“the motorised esky competition worked on the fringes of entertainment, competition and charity”

synonyms: unconventional, unorthodox, offbeat, alternative, avant-garde, experimental, innovative, innovatory, 
radical, extreme

noun: the Fringe 
“the blokes best decorated cake competition operated on the Fringe of the Show”
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If we have time, show the 
bloody video!

T H E  R E S U L T
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How can I come up with an Esky 
race?

process1

/ˈprəʊsɛs/
noun
1. a series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end.
“decorated cakes could improve the show process"
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2. It’s all been done before, don’t re-invent the wheel, just adapt it to fit your machine
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1. a series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end.
“decorated cakes could improve the show process"

1. Create the environment for left-field ideas and encourage the conversations.

2. Identify crazy but viable opportunities that support your objectives

3. Do Risk Analysis & investigate Insurance limitations

4. Plan the Execution

5. Review Admin & Logistics

6. Make it happen!
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